Why use manufactured stone veneer?

_Cambridge Pavers Inc._ is proud of the quality product that we provide. Here are just a few reasons why our stone veneer is just as good (if not better!) than the real thing.

**Molded from natural stone:** Our Canyon Stone stone is made using molds that we created from natural stones found all over the United States. Each stone is hand-shaded for perfection of shape, texture and color. A variety of styles and colors are available to match all tastes. Corner stones are available in all styles to provide a more natural finish.

**Finishing Touches:** We provide many unique accessories to complement our stone, including keystones, window treatments, sills, soldiers, fixtures and receptacles.

**Quality:** Our stone has been industry-tested for durability, consistency and strength. We stand behind our quality product with a 50-year limited warranty.

**Installation:** Quality installation of our veneer will ensure long-lasting, beautiful stonework for decades. Whether applied directly onto unpainted masonry surfaces such as brick or stucco, or applied using metal lath to frame or metal construction, the process is relatively simple. We are happy to provide installation services if needed.

**Versatility:** Whether home or office, Canyon Stone is a beautiful enhancement to any room. Inside and out, our stone adds class and distinction. Fireplaces, monuments, home and commercial façades, and retaining walls are just a few of the places you can find our stone.
To determine the amount of stone needed, you need to measure the area to be covered.

You first measure the square footage needed. Measure the length, multiplied by height, to get the gross square footage of the flat stone needed.

Subtract square footage for windows, doors and other areas that will not be getting stone.

Measure the linear feet of outside corners to determine the amount of corner pieces needed.

Add 5% to the total to allow for cutting and pieces needed to finish.